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The Project Challenge
NM & Associates were appointed to coordinate the necessary studies and
prepare an application for the rezoning of portion of Erf 24164 and Erf 102117
(consolidated Erf 173705) Cape Town to enable the site to accommodate
the new SAPS Western Cape Commissioner’s head office. The proposed
development will have a bulk of approximately 30 000m². The site, measuring
approximately 6.5ha in extent, is bounded by Jan Smuts to the south, a
railway line to the north and Prestige Drive to the west.

Principles and Approach
The Consulting Team, the Client and various stakeholders developed a set
of eight urban planning and design principles. The aim of these principles
is to promote sustainable environments, encourage living within the capacity
of the planet without compromising the needs of future generations and
hopefully lead towards a one-planet lifestyle, but adapt to current realities and
constraints in addressing the environmental concerns. The principles are seen
as integral to one another, implying that each has a counter effect on the other
if they are out of balance. Certain targets were set for each principle to try and
encourage and incentivise sustainable development. The eight principles are:
systems approach, efficient energy, sustainable water, sustainable transport,
green landscape, go local & zero waste, healthy environment and feasibility.

Indicative Development Framework

The proposed development framework:
The spatial aspects encapsulated in the eight sustainable principles form the
key components of the proposed Development Framework. The DF was also
informed by the following key spatial design informants: integration, efficiency
and positive interface. The DF for the site proposed 30 000m2 of bulk for
SAPS requirements to allow for a multi-functional building. The intention was
to provide a 6/7 storey building to the street interface with Jan Smuts Drive
and 3/4 storey building units to the garden interface.
Proposed landscape plan:
Landscaping will play a key role in the overall identity of the site combined
with climate amelioration, resource management and storm water control, site
rehabilitation and waste management. The proposed landscape framework
plan consists of a series of hard and soft layers namely: vertical elements
(trees, vertical green screens and lighting) and horizontal elements (soft green
landscaped surface, recreation area, roof gardens, hard landscaped paved
surfaces and street furniture).
Planning and design guidelines:
The guidelines are intended to direct the architects through the detailed design
stages in the following phase of the development process. The guidelines
are seen as integrated components comprising urban planning, design and
landscape considerations. They include massing and coverage, built form,
interfaces, height and security.

Conceptual Site Plan
VENTILATION
wind cowls/whirly
birds
Wind driven cowls will
assist drawing out hot
stale are from building

INDOOR
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY
vertical planting
green north façade and
roof top assist shading,
glare and quality control
Glare control
Landscape planting to
window mullions helps
reduce city glare

LOCALISED CONTROL
break out balconies
openings + balconies to
top floors to allow wind
ventilation and positive
interface

ENERGY INITITATIVES
shading + light
light shelf and balcony
floors provide horizontal
shading from northern
sun
internal street
allows light infiltration
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no more than 25%
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water collection
collection in tanks from
roof top collection
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for water recycling and
water pipes
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interaction, active
ground floor interface
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Conceptual section through proposed building showing ideas for green initiatives
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Conceptual ideas for green initiatives through a section of proposed
building (conceptual) showing energy and water initiative and flows
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